
 

 

 

 

Progression in calculation- Addition  

 

Early Years 

objectives 

Children should be able to 

recall:  

Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If needed, 
children should be able to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be able to 

apply these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Number 

 count reliably 

with numbers 

from 1 to 20  

 place numbers in 

order  

 say which 

number is one 

more than a 

given number  

 

Addition and 

subtraction 

 using quantities 

and objects, 

they add two 

single-digit 

numbers  

 count on to find 

the answer 
 

    ● Write clearly 

identifiable numerals 

with correct 

formation and 

orientation. 

 

Numbers from 1-20 

 

Recall one more or one less 

 

Find the answer by counting on. 

 

Begin to understand the place 

value of numbers to 20. 

 

Begin to recognise and create 

number sentences. 

 

Begin to recall number bonds to 

5 then 10. 

 

Children need opportunities to mark make 
in a variety of contexts – e.g. recording 

their score in a game, writing prices on 

labels for the shop... 

Provide a range of different sized papers 

and card, white boards, post-its, self-

adhesive labels and clipboards etc. to 

encourage mark making. 

Ask questions like, ‘Can you put something 

on paper to show me your score…?’ 

 

 

Chanting number songs and rhymes- counting in 2s, 

5s and 10s. 

 

Use Numicon shapes e.g. 10 and 5 is 15. 

 

Chanting number bonds to 5 then 10 using number 

fun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

+, add, more, plus  

make, sum, total  

altogether  

score  

double,  

one more, two more... ten more  

how many more to make...?  

how many more is... than...?  

=, equals, sign, is the same as  

 

  



 

 

Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition 

Early Years 

 

 

 

  

What children might record  Models and Images 

                         

 Children need opportunities to mark make in a variety of contexts – e.g. 

recording their score in a game, writing prices on labels for the shop... 

Provide a range of different sized papers and card, white boards, post-its, 

self-adhesive labels and clipboards etc. to encourage mark making. 

Ask questions like, ‘Can you put something on paper to show me your 

score…?’     

 
     Recording identifiable numbers with correct formation. 
  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

       
 



 

Progression in calculation- Addition  

 

Year 1 

objectives 

Children should be able to 

recall:  

Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If needed, 
children should be able to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be able to 

apply these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Given a number, identify 

1 more  

 

 Identify and represent 

numbers using objects 

and pictorial 

representations including 

the number line, and use 

the language of: equal to, 

more than, most 

 

 

 Read, write and 

interpret mathematical 

statements involving 

addition (+) and equals 

(=) signs 

 

 Represent and use 

number bonds to 20 

 

 

 Add one-digit and two-

digit numbers to 20, 

including 0 

 

 Solve one-step problems 

that involve addition 

using concrete objects 

and pictorial 

representations, and 

missing number problems  

 

Number pairs with a total of 

10, e.g. 3 + 7, or what to add to a 

single-digit number to make 10, 

e.g. 3 + = 10  

 

Addition facts for 

totals to at least 

10, e.g. Story of 

5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 

(7= 7+ 0, 6+1, 5 +2 
etc) 

 

Addition doubles 

for all numbers to 

at least 10, 

e.g. 8 + 8  

 
 

 

•add a pair of single-digit numbers, 

e.g. 4 + 5 

 

•add  a single-digit number to  a teens 

number, e.g. 13 + 5,  

 

•add  a single-digit to 10 e.g. 10 + 7 

 

•add a multiple of 10 to a single-digit 

number e.g. 7 + 30 

 

•add 10 to any given two-digit number 

 

•add or subtract a pair of single-digit 

numbers, including crossing 10, e.g. 5 + 8, 

12 – 7 

 

•add near doubles, e.g. 6 + 7 

Counting on 

-count on in ones  

eg 11 +2, 7+ 4 

-count on in tens 

eg 45 + 20 as 45, 55, 65 

-count on in twos 

-count on in fives 

 

 

Using Place Value 

-Counting in ones/counting in tens. 

Eg knowing 45 + 1 / 

45 + 10 without counting on in ones 

 

-split single digit numbers eg 5 = 3+2 

 

-partition and combine tens and ones 

 

-partition: double and adjust, e.g. 5 + 6 = 5 + 5 + 1  

 

 

Reordering numbers 

reorder numbers when adding, e.g. put the larger 

number first 

 

 

Patterns Using Known Facts 

4 + 3 = 7 so we know 24 + 3, 44 + 3, 74 + 3 etc 

 

 

+, add, more, plus  

make, sum, total  

altogether  

score  

double, near double  

one more, two more... ten more  

how many more to make...?  

how many more is... than...?  

=, equals, sign, is the same as  

 

 

 

 

                               

 

Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition 

Year 1  
 



 

Progression in calculation- Addition  

 

Year 2 

objectives 

Children should be able to recall:  Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If 
needed, children should be able to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be 

able to apply these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Solve problems with addition:  •addition facts for all numbers up to 

20, e.g. 9 + 8 

•add any single-digit number to or 

from a multiple of 10, e.g. 60 + 5 

Counting on +, add, addition, more, plus  

make, sum, total  

What children might record  Models and Images 

                           5 + 9 = 14 

 

Put the larger number first 

and recognise + and - symbols 

 

 

On a structured number line to 20 with jumps of 2, 5 and 10 

 
 
 
 

 

On an empty number line 
 

 

 

   Adding 5 mentally or in one leap on the number line 
 

 
 

24 + 30 
 

Children can explain or model adding 30 to 24 mentally, using bead strings or number 

lines 

 

   

     0        10            20         30         40         50 

                                                                           = 54 

                

Continue with images from Foundation Stage as appropriate to the children. Children should 
have opportunities to use bead strings and number lines in a variety of contexts. 
 

How many oranges do you  

think there are in this box?  

 

 
 

9 children want school dinners then 5 more children say they want dinner. How many dinners shall 

we order today? 

 

On a bead string   9 + 5 = 14 

 

 

 

 

            
 

      
  

 

Use bead strings to 20, then 100 

Counting on and back ITP 

Twenty Cards ITP 

What about 
5=8-3? 

Number facts ITP 

…I think 
about 
17… 

Counting ITP 

 

Using Numicon 
9+1=10 
1+9=10 
2+8=10 
8+2=10 
8+2=1+9 



-using concrete objects and 

pictorial representations, 

including those involving 

numbers, quantities and 

measures 

-applying their increasing 

knowledge of mental and 

written methods  

 

Recall and use addition facts to 

20 fluently, and derive and use 

related facts up to 100 

 

Add numbers using concrete 

objects, pictorial 

representations, and mentally, 

including:  

-a two-digit number and 1s 

-a two-digit number and 10s 

-2 two-digit numbers 

-adding 3 one-digit numbers 

 

Show that addition of 2 

numbers can be done in any 

order (commutative)  

 

Recognise and use the inverse 

relationship between addition 

and subtraction and use this to 

check calculations and solve 

missing number problems 

 

• all pairs of multiples of 10 with 

totals up to 100, e.g. 30 + 70, or 60 + 

 

 

•sums of multiples of 10 eg. 50 + 80 

 

• what must be added to any two-

digit number to make the next 

 

 

• addition doubles for all numbers to 

20, e.g. 17 + 17  

 

•addition doubles for multiples of 10 

to 100 eg. 90 + 90 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• add a single-digit number to a 

two-digit number, including crossing 

the tens boundary, e.g. 23 + 5, then 

28 + 5 

 

• add a multiple of 10 to any two-

digit number,  

e.g. 27 + 60,  

 

• add 9, 19, 29, … or 11, 21, 

31, … 

 

•add 2 two-digit numbers eg.  

34 + 65 

 

•add three single digit numbers 

spotting doubles or pairs to 10 e.g. 

6 + 7 + 4 + 2 as 10 + 7 + 2 

 

• add near doubles, e.g. 13 + 14, 39 + 

40, 60 + 70 

Add ten and multiples of ten e.g. 76 + 20 as 76, 

86, 96  

 

 

Place Value 

Know 1 more or 10 more than any number e.g.1 

more than 67 or 10 more than 85 

 

Partition: 

-count on in tens and ones to find the total 

e.g. 55 + 37 as 55 add 30 (85), add 7 (92) 

 

-add tens and ones separately, then recombine  

e.g. 55 + 37 as 50 + 30 and 5 + 7, finally 

combining the two totals: 80 + 12 

 

 

Reordering numbers 

reorder numbers when adding, e.g. put the 

larger number first 

 

 

Patterns Using Known Facts 

Know pairs of numbers which make the 

numbers up to and including 10 

 

Know pairs of numbers which make the 

numbers up to and including 20 

 

Use patterns of known facts e.g. 6 + 3 = 9, so 

we know 36 + 3 = 39, 66 + 3 = 69, 53 + 6 = 59 

 

Bridging 10: e.g. 57 + 5 as 57 add 3 then add 2 

more 

 

altogether  

score  

double, near double  

one more, two more... ten more... 

one hundred more  
how many more to make...?  

how many more is... than...?  

how much more is...?  

=, equals, sign, is the same as  

tens boundary  

 

 

 

 

 

                          

 

 
 

 Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition 

Year 2  
 



What children might record Models and Images 

Keep the largest number whole and partition smaller number                                  

                            

Partitioning one number and explaining thinking 

Eg. 12 + 23 = 35 

 

23 + 10  + 2 = 33 + 2 = 35 

 

Using a structured number line 

 

 
Using an empty number line. Include larger 2-digit numbers that add to almost 100 in jumps 

of 10s then 1s 

 

 
Move onto higher larger jumps. Start on the biggest number 

 

                        

 

There are 23 boys and 12 girls in the class. How many children are there? 

 

On a bead string 

                          23 +10 +2 = 35 

 

 

 

 
 

 

      
 

 

 

 
 

 

Building on known number 

facts – I know 5 and 5 

make 10 so 15 and 5 

make 20                       

Number Facts ITP Counting on and back ITP 
56 + 30 

Ordering numbers 
ITP 

40+40=80 



 

Progression in calculation- Addition  

 

Year 3 

objectives 

Children should be able to 

recall:  

Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If 
needed, children should be able to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be able to apply 

these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Add numbers mentally, 

including:  

       -a three-digit number        

       and 1s 

       -a three-digit number  

       and 10s 

       -a three-digit number  

       and 100s 

 

Add numbers with up to 3 

digits, using formal written 

methods of columnar addition  

 

Estimate the answer to a 

calculation and use inverse 

operations to check answers 

  

Solve problems, including 

missing number problems, using 

number facts, place value, and 

more complex addition  

 

•the total of a single digit 

number and a three-digit 

number 

 

•the total of a multiple of 10 

(max 90) and a three-digit 

number 

 

•add a multiple of 10 (100 – 

900) to a three-digit number 

 

•pairs of two-digit numbers 

with a total of 100 e.g. 32 + 68 

or  

32 + □ = 100 

 

•sums of pairs of multiples of 

10, 11 or 1000 

 

•addition doubles of numbers 1 

to 100  

e.g. 38 + 38 and the 

corresponding halves 

 

•pairs of fractions that total 1 

 

 

 

•add any pair of two-digit numbers, 

including crossing the tens and 100 

boundary, e.g. 47 + 58 

 

• add a near multiple of 10, e.g. 56 + 

29 

 

• add near doubles of two-digit 

numbers, e.g. 38 + 37 

 

• add two-digit or three-digit 

multiples of 10 e.g. 140 + 150  

 

• add a near multiple of 10 or 100 to 

any two-digit or three-digit 

number, e.g. 235 + 198 

Counting on 

Count on in hundreds, tens and ones 

 

Count on from three-digit numbers e.g. 247 + 34 as 247 + 

30 (277) then 277 + 4= 281 

 

 

Place Value 

Partition:  

Add tens and ones separately, then recombine 

e.g. 68 + 74 as 60 + 70 and 8+ 4 and then combine the 

totals. 

 

Add multiples and  near multiples of 10 and 100 and 

adjust  e.g. 56 + 29 = 56 + 30 -1 

 

Double and adjust 

 

Count on in minutes and hours, bridging through 60 

(analogue and digital times) 

 

 

Patterns Using Known Facts 

Number bonds to 100 e.g. 35 + 65, 46 + 54 etc.  

 

Add to next ten and next hundred e.g. 176 + 4 = 180, 435 

+65 = 500 etc 

 

Use knowledge of place value and related calculations e.g. 

work out 140 +150 =290 using 14 +15 = 29 

 

 

+, add, addition, more, plus  

make, sum, total  

altogether  

score  

double, near double  

one more, two more... ten 

more... one hundred  

more  

how many more to make ...?  

how many more is... than ...?  

how much more is...?  

tens boundary, hundreds 

boundary 
Inverse 
Increase  
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

              Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition  

                   Year 3 
 

What children might record  Models and Images 

Keep the largest number whole and partition smaller number up to 3-digits 

                             37 + 28 = 65 

 

On a structured number line 

37 + 20  + 3 + 5  = 65 

 

 

                             

Number line for 

bridging through 100 

to bridge the gap 

 

On an empty number line                                

 53 + 86 = 139 

 
or 

 

 

Using known number facts           35 + 19 = 54 

 

 

    368 + 123 

    300+60+8 

  + 100+20+3 

    400+80+11= 491         
 

Continue to use 100 bead strings to support children using known facts. 

                     

3 + 7 = 10       3 + 10 = 13 

 

 

                     

13 + 7 = 20         13 + 10 = 23 

 

 

 

30 + 70 = 100 

 

 

 

33 + 67 = 100 

 

 

 

 

Encourage children to add mentally by using real life contexts and money. 

How much would a Freddo bar and a chocolate bar cost altogether? What if we bought two of each?       

24p                               15p               

 

 

 

   

 
 

Measuring 
cylinder ITP 

also 
Measuring Scales  
and Counting On 
and Back ITPs 

 

+ 20 +3 + 5 

37 57 65 

By now children 
should be encouraged 
to choose their own 
methods of 
calculating using the 
empty number line – 
methods that reflect 
their thinking 

Chn will start to use the 

expanded method for adding 

two 3-digit numbers 



Progression in calculation- Addition  

 

Year 4 

objectives 

Children should be able to 

recall:  

Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If 
needed, children should be able 
to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be able to apply 

these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Add numbers with up to 4 digits 

using the formal written 

methods of columnar addition 

and subtraction where 

appropriate  

 

Estimate and use inverse 

operations to check answers to 

a calculation 

 

Solve addition two-step 

problems in contexts, deciding 

which operations and methods 

to use and why 

 

what must be added to any 

four-digit number to make the 

next multiple of 1000, e.g. 4087 

 

 

• what must be added to a 

decimal with units and tenths to 

make the next whole number, 

e.g. 7.2  

 

doubles and halves of decimals, 

e.g. half of 5.6, double 3.4 

 

 

 

add or subtract a pair of two-

digit numbers or three-digit 

multiples of 10, e.g. 38 + 86, 

620 – 380, 350+ 360 

 

• add a near multiple of 10 or 

100 to any two-digit or three-

digit number, e.g. 235 + 198 

 

• add any pairs of decimal 

fractions each with units and 

tenths, e.g. 5.7 + 2.5, 6.3 – 4.8 

Counting on 

Count on in thousands, hundreds, tens and ones 

 

Count on from three-digit numbers e.g. 247 + 34 as 247 + 

30 (277) then 277 + 4= 281 

 

Add to the next hundred, pound and whole number e.g. 234 

+ 66 = 300, 3.4 + 0.6 =4 

 

Place Value 

Partition:  

Add tens and ones separately, then recombine 

e.g. 68 + 74 as 60 + 70 and 8+ 4 and then combine the 

totals. 

 

Add multiples and near multiples of 10, 100 and 1000 and 

adjust  e.g. 467 + 199= 467 + 200 -1 

 

Double and adjust 

 

Count on in minutes and hours, bridging through 60 

(analogue and digital times) 

 

 

Patterns Using Known Facts 

Number bonds to 100 e.g. 35 + 65, 46 + 54 etc.  

 

Add to next ten and next hundred e.g. 176 + 4 = 180, 435 

+65 = 500 etc 

 

Use place value and number facts to add 1-, 2-, 3- and 4- 

digit numbers where a mental calculation is appropriate e.g. 

4004 + 156 by knowing that 4 + 6 =10 and that 4004 +150 = 

4154 so the total is 4160.  

add, addition, more, plus, 

increase  

sum, total, altogether  

score  

double, near double  

how many more to make...?  

is the same as, equals, sign  

tens boundary, hundreds 

boundary  

units boundary, tenths 
boundary,   
inverse  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                  Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition 

                                          Year 4  

What children might record  Models and Images 

Keep the largest number whole and partition smaller number  

           

 

 4-digits expanded method. 

1872 + 1236 = 3108 

 
 

 

Move on to formal methods when concept is understood. 

 

 
 
Carrying recorded underneath     
 

Using the column method to add decimal numbers 

 

                      36.4 

                    +28.2 

                      64.6 

                      1 

 

Model calculation in context 

 

 

 

 

            + 1hour          + 15mins      + 30mins 

 

 

                 

   3.45           4.45         5.00         5.30 

Use bead strings to support decimal understanding 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

A T.V. programme starts at 3.45pm and lasts 

for 1hr 45 minutes. What time did it end? 

Measuring 
Cylinder ITP 

Scales ITP 

Decimal Number Line 
ITP 

1 2 
1.5 



Progression in calculation- Mental Addition  

 

Year 5 

objectives 

Children should be able to 

recall:  

Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If 
needed, children should be able 
to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be able to apply 

these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Add whole numbers with more 

than 4 digits, including using 

formal written methods 

(columnar addition) 

 

Add numbers mentally with 

increasingly large numbers 

 

Solve addition multi-step 

problems in contexts, deciding 

which operations and methods 

to use and why 

 

Addition and subtraction facts 

for multiples of 10 to 1000 and 

decimal numbers with one 

- 1.4 = 2.5 

 

What must be added to a 

decimal with units, tenths and 

hundredths to make the next 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find the difference between 

near multiples of 100 e.g. 607 – 

588, or of 1000, e.g. 6070 – 

4087 

 

Find doubles of decimals each 

with units and tenths, e.g. 1.6 + 

1.6 

Count on or back in ones, tens, hundredths and thousandths, 

including from numbers that are not multiples of 10 

 

Partition: add thousands, hundreds, tens, ones, tenths, 

hundredths separately and recombine. 

Double and adjust. 

Count on or back in minutes and hours, bridging through 60 

(analogue and digital times, 12-hour and 24-hour clock) 

 

Subtract by counting up from the smaller to the larger 

number 

 

Add or subtract a multiple of 10, 100 or 1000 and adjust 

 

Use knowledge of place value and related calculations, e.g. 

6.3 – 4.8 using 63 – 48 

 

add, addition, more, plus, 

increase  

sum, total, altogether  

score  

double, near double  

how many more to make...?  

equals, sign, is the same as  

tens boundary, hundreds 

boundary  

units boundary, tenths 

boundary,  hundredths 
boundary 

inverse  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                  Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition 

                                          Year 5  

What children might record  Models and Images 

It is important that children do not feel that the compact method of recording a calculation 

is ‘better’ than using mental strategies, jottings or using a calculator. Children need to look at 

a calculation and decide what the most efficient and reliable approach is. 

Teachers should not spend too long teaching this method, if children can understand it and 

identify when to use it fairly quickly then it will be useful to them.  

If children struggle, continuing to use number lines and jottings will be more efficient 

and reliable. 

 

 
 

 

 

More than 4-digits formal method, including decimals 

 

 
 
Carrying on the bottom 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Number Boards 

Spreadsheet 



Progression in calculation- Addition  

 

Year 6 

objectives 

Children should be able to 

recall:  

Mental calculation skills 
Working mentally with jottings, If 
needed, children should be able 
to:  

Mental methods or strategies 

Children should understand when to and be able to apply 

these strategies 

Vocabulary 

Subtract whole numbers with 

more than 4 digits, including 

using formal written methods 

(columnar subtraction) 

 

Subtract numbers mentally with 

increasingly large numbers 

 

Solve subtraction multi-step 

problems in contexts, deciding 

which operations and methods 

to use and why 

 

Addition and subtraction facts 

for multiples over 1000, e.g. 

 

 

What must be added to a 

decimal with units, tenths, 

hundredths and thousandths to 

make the next whole number, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Add or subtract pairs of 

decimals with units, tenths or 

hundredths, e.g. 0.7 + 3.38 

 

Add near doubles of decimals, 

e.g. 2.5 + 2.6 

 

Add or subtract a decimal with 

units and tenths, that is nearly 

a whole number e.g. 4.3 + 2.9, 

6.5 – 3.8 

Count on or back in thousands, hundreds, tens, ones, tenths, 

hundredths and thousandths. 

 

Use knowledge of place value and related calculations, e.g. 

6800 + 4300, 680 + 430, 68 + 43, 6.8 + 4.3, 0.68 + 0.43, 

0.068 + 0.043 can all be worked out using the related 

calculation 68 + 43 

 

Use knowledge of place value and of doubles of two-digit or 

three whole numbers 

 

Partition: Double and adjust 

Add or subtract a whole number and adjust, e.g. 4.3 + 2.9 = 

4.3 + 3 – 0.1, 6.5 – 3.8 = 6.5 – 4 + 0.2 

Count or back in minutes and hours, bridging through 60 

(analogue and digital times, 12-hour and 24-hour clock) 

add, addition, more, plus, 

increase  

sum, total, altogether  

score  

double, near double  

how many more to make...?  

equals, sign, is the same as  

tens boundary, hundreds 

boundary  

units boundary, tenths 

boundary,  hundredths 

boundary 

inverse  

 

 

 

 

 
 



 Progression in calculation- Written Methods for Addition 

                                          Year 6  

What children might record  Models and Images 

More than 4-digits formal method, including decimals 

 

 
 
Carrying on the bottom 
 

 

 

 

 

Working out additions in real contexts 

 choosing appropriate methods 

 

Here is the cost of pizzas. 

 
Jill orders one small cheese pizza with extra tomato. 

What is the total cost? 

Ben buys one small pizza and one medium pizza. They cost him £10. Which two could they be? 

It is important that children do not feel that the compact method of recording a calculation is 

‘better’ than using mental strategies, jottings or using a calculator. Children need to look at a 

calculation and decide what the most efficient and reliable approach is. 

Teachers should not spend too long teaching this method, if children can understand it and 

identify when to use it fairly quickly then it will be useful to them.  

If children struggle, continuing to use number lines and jottings will be more efficient and 

reliable. 

 

PIZZAS

Small Medium

Ham

Salami

Mushroom

Cheese

Tuna

£4.20

£4.40

£4.50

£3.80

£4.25

£5.50

£5.75

£6.00

£4.95

£5.40

Extra tomato

Extra cheese

50p

60p

Look at the numbers in 

the calculation. 
What’s the best strategy 
to use? 

Can you make a 
sensible estimate 
of the answer? 

Will you need a calculator? 

Can you do all or part 
of it in your head? 

See previous year groups and the National 
Strategies website for appropriate supportive ITPs 
and Spreadsheets 

 

Complements 
Spreadsheet 
on the 
‘complements 
to £10’ tab. 


